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Abstract
The workplace practices of engineers have changed due to the ubiquity of digital technology. So-called techno-mathematical 
literacies (TmL), seen as a domain specification of 21st-century skills, are essential for future engineers. How these TmL 
can be fostered in their education, however, is still unclear. To address this issue, we conducted a design study in which we 
developed a course in applied mathematics for higher technical professional education with TmL as central learning goals. 
This paper describes the design and implementation of the course in a first design cycle with 59 chemistry students. We 
focus on the teaching strategies that the lecturer used to stimulate the development of students’ TmL. In classroom discus-
sions, in the so-called feedback hours on which students’ collaborative work on TmL was centered, context-based cases were 
discussed. Results include didactical, process, and inquiry-based learning strategies used by the lecturer.

Keywords Techno-mathematical literacies · Mathematics education · Engineering education · Design research · Inquiry-
based learning

1 Introduction

Technical practices have changed significantly due to the 
ubiquity of information and communication technology 
(ICT), digital technology, and computer-driven equipment 
(Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education 2011). 
Because of these changes, the development of 21st-century 
skills is becoming increasingly important for future work 
life (Voogt and Roblin 2012). Science, technology, engineer-
ing, and mathematics (STEM) education plays an essential 
role in supporting the development of these skills, integrated 
with other competencies and content knowledge (Schleicher 
2012). Implementing and assessing 21st-century skills is 
known to be challenging (Ananiadou and Claro 2009); in 
particular, there is a need to specify and promote these in 
STEM domains.

As specification of 21st-century skills for the domain of 
mathematics, the term techno-mathematical literacies (TmL) 
was introduced by Kent et al. (2005). Bakker et al. (2006) 
defined TmL as functional mathematical knowledge medi-
ated by tools and grounded in the context of specific work 
situations (p. 343). They consist of mathematical, workplace 
and software knowledge, multi-step calculation and estima-
tion (Hoyles et al. 2002), and the ability to interpret abstract 
data and communicative skills (Hoyles et al. 2013).

Mathematics is often hidden in the interface of the soft-
ware and is regularly experienced as a black box, so, numeri-
cal or graphical output can be unexpected or ill-understood 
(Kent et al. 2007; Williams and Wake 2007). TmL are rarely 
learned on the job and need to be developed explicitly (Hoy-
les et al. 2007). Therefore, they should be considered impor-
tant learning goals in engineering education.

Ridgway (2000) researched the mathematical needs of 
engineering apprentices and concluded that mathematics in 
their work differs in important aspects from mathematics 
education, and stated that mathematics curricula should sup-
port the development of a broad range of skills, practised 
in contexts. Bakker (2014) investigated the implications of 
technology for what students need to know about statistics; 
is the required knowledge more, less or different? His answer 
is all three: because technology does the computations for 
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the user, less knowledge about the exact formulas (e.g., 
standard deviation—SD) may be needed, but more advanced 
techniques are faced in workplaces. Moreover, knowledge 
of technology is needed to do the relevant statistics (e.g., 
knowing which of the different SD options in Excel should 
be used in a particular case).

TmL are intertwined with abstract mathematical knowl-
edge and skills: communication about numerical or graphical 
data, for example, cannot exist without mathematical exper-
tise in these data. Therefore, when TmL are central learn-
ing goals, what does this mean for mathematical content 
and pedagogy? Table 1 shows which TmL engineers with 
a background in higher professional education use in their 
technical practices (Van der Wal et al. 2017). In spite of their 
importance, TmL are not explicitly addressed as learning 
goals in higher technical professional education in the Neth-
erlands. Mathematics education, in particular, is still mainly 
theoretical with little workplace-related contexts. We notice 
a gradual introduction of software in these courses, but it 
is important that TmL also be introduced. How these TmL 
can be supported in mathematics education within technical 
higher professional education, however, remains unknown.

To address this gap, we conducted a design study to 
investigate how emphasis on technology use and commu-
nication about authentic cases, along with teaching basic 
mathematics, can promote students’ TmL. Our longer-term 
goal is to design a sustainable course within the prerequisites 
of the program, which can be taught by multiple lecturers 
to hundreds of students (Roesken-Winter et al. 2015). For 
this goal, we need proofs of principle, means of scaling-up, 
and an evaluation of the course’s effectiveness. In previous 
research on TmL, the focus was merely on tools and tasks 
(e.g., Bakker and Akkerman 2014; Hoyles et al. 2010). What 
strategies teachers use in their classes to foster the develop-
ment of TmL in students, however, was yet to be investi-
gated. Because we needed this information for our large-
scale implementation of the new course, we analysed what 
teaching strategies the lecturer used to stimulate TmL rea-
soning in discussing context-based cases in the first design 

cycle (Bakker 2018) of an innovative mathematics course 
for first-year students in life sciences. The research question 
of the first cycle was as follows: During the discussions of 
context-based cases, what teaching strategies did the lecturer 
use to foster TmL?

2  Background

In a rapidly changing world, influenced by informatisation, 
automatisation, digitalisation, and globalisation, knowl-
edge is changing and expanding at high speed. Information 
sharing, teamwork, and innovation are key, and manual and 
routine work have become less important because comput-
ers and machines accomplish those tasks. New standards of 
what students should be able to do, instead of basic knowl-
edge and skills of the past, are identified as 21st-century 
skills. These include critical and creative thinking, flexible 
problem solving, ICT literacy, and collaboration and com-
munication skills (Binkley et al. 2012). Development of 
21st-century skills will require systematic instruction and 
additional resources, over and above what is common in 
current practice (National Research Council 2013).

Because mathematics is at the core of what computers do, 
its role increases together with technology. Within STEM 
education, mathematics appears to be a particularly good fit 
for the purpose of supporting 21st-century skills, and there-
fore, its content and pedagogy need to change (Gravemeijer 
et al. 2017). TmL-categories can be linked to general 21st-
century skills. Data literacy, sense of error and number are 
considered specifications of critical thinking. Creative use 
of software skills and technical drawing skills, and technical 
communication, reflect essential skills for communication 
with supervisors, customers, colleagues, etc.

In this study, we focus on engineering education. There-
fore, in preliminary research, we administered an interview 
protocol (N = 14) on the use of TmL by engineers in their 
daily practice. We identified seven TmL categories, listed in 
Table 1 (van der Wal et al. 2017).

Table 1  The seven TmL categories that engineers use in their work

TmL category Description

1 Data literacy The engineer is able to analyse and interpret technical data and graphical representations, draw conclu-
sions and take action accordingly

2 Software skills The engineer is able to use professional software, e.g., Excel™ as calculation tools
3 Technical communication skills The engineer is able to communicate technical information with colleagues, customers, supervisors and 

other parties
4 Sense of error The engineer is able to check and verify data and detect errors
5 Sense of number The engineer is able to handle and interpret numbers sensibly
6 Technical creativity The engineer is able to produce creative solutions to puzzles and problems (by using, e.g., cleverness or 

experience)
7 Technical drawings skills The engineer is able to understand and produce technical drawings (by using, e.g., spatial insight)
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To foster the development of TmL, we chose to use an 
inquiry-based learning (IBL) approach. Inquiry, the use of 
open questions, is playing an important and growing role in 
science education, as science is a question-driven process. 
In this way, inquiry learning mimics as closely as possible 
the actual pattern of inquiry in science practice. Inquiry in 
authentic activities motivates students to acquire, under-
stand, and apply science concepts (Linn et al. 1996; Edelson 
et al. 1999). As the National Research Council (1996) stated: 
“Scientific inquiry refers to the diverse ways in which scien-
tists study the natural world and propose explanations based 
on the evidence derived from their work” (p. 23). In this 
way, inquiry learning reflects the nature of science inquiry.

Chu and colleagues (2017) defined IBL as follows: “A 
learner-centered approach focussing on questioning, criti-
cal thinking and problem-solving. The learner is actively 
involved in formulating the question/naming a problem” (p. 
7). It is a learning process in which students are engaged to 
stimulate an inquiry mindset and develop understanding and 
skills (Anderson 2002), supported by the teaching strategy 
of using process-focussed questions. According to the NSES 
(1996), inquiry refers to a learning process in which students 
are engaged. It is said to be an active learning process—
“something that students do, not something that is done to 
them” (p. 2).

The idea of inquiry is not new (Barrow 2006). Dewey 
(1910), a former science teacher, advocated the need for 
active science practice in science learning rather than the 
passive reception of knowledge. In this model, there is a 
central role for the student and for the teacher as a facilitator 
and guide. Current support for inquiry-based learning comes 
from cognitive science, which emphasises the importance of 
authentic contexts for learning (Collins et al. 1992).

Many studies of pre-college instruction have shown 
improved student learning as a result of inquiry approaches 
(Savelsbergh et al. 2016). At college-level, findings are 
mixed on whether inquiry can significantly change student 
learning or attitudes toward science (Gormally et al. 2009). 
The American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(1993), however, stated that inquiry-based teaching methods 
provide students the opportunity to discuss science and are 
the best path to scientific literacy. For the designed course 
in our study, IBL methods were used in the classroom dis-
cussions to stimulate creativity, communication, and deep 
understanding of problem- and context-based learning.

3  Design rationale

In the design study described here, we used the methodo-
logical orientation of design-based research (Hoadley 2005; 
Bakker 2018) or educational design research (Plomp 2013), 
which evolved to bridge the gap between research and 

practice. It involves developing both theoretical insights and 
practical solutions in the real world for complex educational 
problems. The process consists of flexible, iterative cycles of 
problem analysis and design of the intervention, conducting 
the intervention, and reflection to produce design principles 
and adjustment of the design (Cobb et al. 2003). The design 
process is based on theory and practical experiences, and 
typically requires teamwork (McKenney and Reeves 2012).

3.1  Background of the study

In higher technical professional education in the Nether-
lands, there are ongoing discussions regarding mathemat-
ics education. There is variation both in the expectations of 
employers and in topics and level of curricula (Van Asselt 
and Boudri 2013). What all courses have in common, how-
ever, is that they are mainly theoretical with very few con-
texts and workplace-related examples. Classes are taught 
mainly based on a transmission model, which means trans-
mission of knowledge from an external source to the learn-
ers (Vermunt and Verloop 1999). This is the situation also 
at Avans University of Applied Sciences, where the study 
took place. This kind of teaching has come under pressure, 
because it is assumed to lead to inert knowledge, meaning 
that students may not be able to use this knowledge to solve 
problems in practice (Brown et al. 1989). It may also have a 
strong negative association with students’ mathematics dis-
positions (Pampaka and Williams 2016).

At the School for Life Sciences and Technology, part 
of Avans University of Applied Sciences, the introductory 
mathematics course previously also consisted of abstract 
mathematics without context, followed by a written test. 
A few years previously, pilot studies had been conducted 
with word problems in the mathematics course. However, 
students experienced difficulties with recognising and inter-
preting the mathematics in the text, performance remained 
low, and the initiative was terminated. After returning to 
abstract mathematics, the lecturers experienced continuing 
low student motivation and performance. Furthermore, stu-
dents did not understand why they have to learn mathemat-
ics, and, in the experience of the lecturers, they often did 
not recognise the mathematics when it was used or needed 
in other courses.

We suspected that mathematics anxiety played a large 
role in this phenomenon. In general, roughly 20% of students 
appear to suffer from high mathematics anxiety (Ashcraft 
and Ridley 2005), which is defined as “a feeling of tension 
and anxiety that interferes with the manipulation of num-
bers and the solving of mathematical problems in a wide 
variety of ordinary life and academic situations” (Richard-
son and Suinn 1972, p. 551). Although chemistry students 
are expected to suffer less mathematics anxiety on average, 
this appeared not to be the case in the observation of the 
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lecturers. Therefore, a significant change in the introductory 
mathematics course was imperative.

3.2  Design team

The course intervention was designed by the researcher, in 
collaboration with an interdisciplinary design team of three 
lecturers from the School for Life Sciences and Technology, 
the School of Built Environment and Infrastructure (both 
part of Avans University of Applied Sciences), and the Insti-
tute for Engineering and Design (HU University of Applied 
Sciences Utrecht). These lecturers helped in creating support 
for innovations, contributed expertise from different techni-
cal domains, and provided the technical contexts. The design 
team met every 3 weeks over approximately 8 months. The 
tasks of the members consisted of attending the meetings, 
reading given literature, providing input for the design, 
developing cases in their specific technical domains, and 
reviewing each other’s cases. We elaborate on these cases 
in the next section of this paper.

3.3  Design premises

The design of the course was based on several premises, 
provided by the input from the literature, the interview study 
at engineers’ workplaces (van der Wal et al. 2017), and the 
professional experience of the team members. The learning 
goals were based on the TmL categories of the interview 
study and the engineers’ opinions and ideas regarding their 
previous mathematics education. They all experienced it as 
an island with limited relevance and claimed that it would 
have been better if mathematics had been taught in context 
with professional tasks, and related to the other subjects of 
their major. Furthermore, they assumed this change would 
make students both more motivated and better prepared for 
the workplace, where mathematics is always encountered 
and used in context. This is in line with the results of sev-
eral studies. Herrington (2006) claimed that more student-
centered, problem-based, and technology-enriched higher 
education learning environments can engage students, and 
may enhance learning and retention.

The course should contain a firm base of pure, abstract 
mathematics of sufficient level because TmL and mathemati-
cal knowledge go hand in hand. We implemented a slow 
progression in mathematical difficulty and the production 
of calculation tools. Because the course is designed as an 
introductory mathematics course for every technical domain, 
such as electrical engineering, computer science, and chemi-
cal engineering, the course should cover pre-calculus, with 
optional adjustments for specific needs in different domains 
(see Appendix 1 for the mathematical topics).

In some of these domains, the curriculum consisted of 
just one mathematics course, and it was, therefore, necessary 

to ensure the course would be sufficient for these students’ 
mathematical needs. In close dialogue with those involved, 
we chose to add a basis of calculus with a focus on quali-
tative understanding, rather than computational rules and 
calculations. For other technical domains, this new course 
with basic mathematics and qualitative understanding of 
derivatives and integration was assumed to provide a basis 
for subsequent courses in calculus.

A research technique often used in design studies is the 
development of a hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT). 
Simon (1995) first defined HLT as being comprised of the 
goal for student learning, the mathematical tasks that will 
be used to promote student learning, and hypotheses about 
the process of student learning. The hypotheses and the tasks 
are interdependent; tasks are chosen based on the hypoth-
eses and vice versa. With this instrument, predictions can 
be empirically tested, so an effective learning strategy can 
be developed (Clements and Sarama 2004). In later work, 
Simon added a framework for thinking about the learning 
process, the selection of mathematical tasks, and the role of 
these tasks in the learning process (Simon and Tzur 2004).

The HLT that the design team developed, described the 
aforementioned premises, the starting situation with the pre-
requisite mathematical knowledge of the students, the learn-
ing goals, the conjectures about students’ learning, teaching 
instructions, the structure of the course, general practicali-
ties and the rationale of the mathematical and pedagogical 
choices, all of which we elaborate in the following sections 
of this paper. Because of the uncertain nature of the hypoth-
eses, the HLT could be adjusted at any given moment. Parts 
of the HLT are presented as examples in Appendix 2.

3.4  Course structure

The new course included two parallel learning tracks. In 
the first track, students practised pre-calculus topics in 
ALEKS™, an electronic learning environment, to build a 
strong mathematical base for the TmL of the second track. 
For each technical domain, the lecturer has the option to add 
specific topics, for instance, trigonometry. Students can work 
individually with this software, outside the classroom, but 
can ask questions during class hours. Because mathemati-
cal self-concept and self-efficacy have been found to have a 
negative association with mathematics anxiety (e.g., Meece 
et al. 1990; Pajares and Miller 1994), we assumed that this 
system could contribute to reducing mathematics anxiety, 
for students can work at their own level and their own pace, 
creating experiences of success.

A screenshot of a representative exercise in ALEKS™ 
of the first objective (first and second week) is presented in 
Fig. 1. The ability to use the quadratic formula is necessary 
for the first case of the second learning track, in which the 
proton concentration of weak acids is modelled.
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The second track, aiming for TmL, consists of working 
on complex, guided cases in groups of two or three students 
during class hours, on roughly the same pre-calculus topics 
as in the ALEKS™ track. Students can work on each case 
for 2 weeks (6 weeks in total) and the seventh and final 
week is dedicated to completion. The first track focusses on 
individual learning and the second on collaborative learning. 
There is no prescribed textbook, because, in our experience, 
students merely use books for exercises and rarely read the 
textual explanations. Therefore, we decided that the short 
texts in the cases would suffice. For each case, a rubric is 
available for the students and the lecturers (see Appendix 
3 for an example). In the method section, we discuss and 
elaborate upon the design of these cases.

The study load for the course equals two ECTS (European 
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System), one for each 
educational track, which is equal to two tracks of 28 h each. 
To pass the course, students have to master 90% of the top-
ics of the ALEKS™ track. Additionally, they submit their 
documents for all cases. The summative grade follows from 
calculating the average grade of the three rubrics, where in 
each rubric, 0, 1 or 2 points can be scored for every question, 
and the sum is divided by the total score to get the grade. 
If students fail the review of the cases, they have to pass an 
oral exam. As for pedagogical choices, we decided to take an 
inquiry-based, rather than the aforementioned transmission 
approach. With collaborative learning and classroom discus-
sions, we administered student-centered activities (Teo et al. 
2008), which are increasingly used in education in general 
(Howard et al. 2000).

The course is built on weekly 4-h classes for 7 weeks in 
total. Table 2 depicts the class structure. In every first hour, 

the case of that particular fortnight is presented by the lec-
turer, with a short mathematical instruction added. In every 
second and third hour, students work on the case in their 
group, without the lecturer being present. In every fourth 
hour, the feedback hour, three groups of three students pre-
sent their work and are queried by the lecturer who is seated 
among the students in the classroom. Helping each other is 
the motto of this hour, and creating an open atmosphere is 
imperative for students to feel safe while presenting, thereby 
reducing mathematics anxiety.

For complex skills, such as TmL, classroom discussions 
can stimulate understanding and competence. In these feed-
back hours, the focus is on assessment for learning, which 
should have priority over assessment of learning accord-
ing to Schuwirth and Van der Vleuten (2011). The feedback 
hours also have the function of testing progress, which has 
a positive influence on student behaviour by discouraging 
binge learning (learning in a limited period of time, usu-
ally just before the test) and enhances future competence 
and retention of knowledge (Schuwirth and Van der Vleuten 
2012). The choice to assign three clusters of topics in so-
called objectives of 2 weeks each in the educational track of 
ALEKS™ has the same goal.

As mentioned before, we focussed on inquiry-based 
learning in the tasks of the cases and in the feedback hours 
to foster and develop inquiring minds and to help students 
discover knowledge for themselves. The feedback (how I did 
it), feed up (where am I going), and feed forward (what is 
the next step), we used in the feedback hours were assumed 
to be more effective on the level of process and self-regula-
tion than on the level of tasks (Hattie and Timperley 2007). 
Therefore, students were asked how they approached the 
problems, rather than what their answer was. The IBL ques-
tion strategies that were used in the feedback hours can be 
found in Appendix 4 (Doorman et al. 2016).

The students in the classroom were expected to contribute 
actively to the presentations given by their peers. Firstly, 
presenting groups were asked to show what went well, in 
order to stimulate an experience of success before address-
ing the problems they were experiencing. During every feed-
back (fourth) hour, students were asked to fill in a ‘feedback 
form’. This form is assumed to stimulate student awareness 
of feedback and activation of its use. In this form, students 
can elaborate on the feedback they received and how they 
processed it, as well as the feedback given to other groups, 
and how they could use that for themselves. Finally, students 
could describe the contribution to the case by each team 
member. The feedback form was submitted, along with the 
cases.

In this course, we chose case-review as the form of 
assessment, because this form has several advantages. 
We expect students to get engaged in the feedback hours 
to improve their documents and to learn from each other, 

Fig. 1  Screenshot of a representative exercise in ALEKS™ regarding 
topics of the first and second week of the course

Table 2  Weekly class hours

1st hour Introduction/questions with lecturer
2nd hour Collaborative work without lecturer
3rd hour Collaborative work without lecturer
4th hour Feedback hour with lecturer
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whereas written tests can cause too much focus on learning 
for the test, and also cause much stress for students with 
a fear of failing. Another important goal of the classroom 
discussions in the feedback hours is to bridge the two educa-
tional tracks of the course, the abstract track of ALEKS™, 
which is needed to be able to work on the cases, and devel-
oping TmL and the applied mathematics of the cases. Where 
students use x and y in ALEKS™, they use different symbols 
in the cases, but on the same mathematical topics. In the 
HLT, specific suggestions are made for lecturers on how and 
where they can support this bridging.

3.5  The cases

The guided cases consist of short pieces of text, pictures, and 
questions, and are focussed on TmL. Although it is difficult 
to pinpoint specific behaviours relevant to TmL, especially 
regarding Tml technical creativity, the design team tried to 
create questions that address specific aspects of TmL. TmL 
software skills are practised in all cases using Excel™ to 
build calculation tools. TmL data literacy takes up a cen-
tral position in the cases because of questions focused on 
analysing, interpreting, and searching data. TmL technical 
communication skills are practised in exercises in which 
students are asked to explain and elaborate, and during the 
classroom discussions in the feedback hours (as explained 
later in this section). As for the TmL of sense of numbers, 
we expanded the definition of this TmL category (Van der 
Wal et al. 2017) to number sense, thus including symbols 
and formulas. The TmL sense of error and sense of number 
are addressed by questions of trial and error, interpreting 
numbers, symbols and formulas, searching for errors, and 
estimation. TmL technical creativity plays a role in questions 
in which students are asked to create a solution strategy. The 
last aspect of TmL, technical drawing skills are not used in 
the cases of the first cycle because this TmL category is not 
common in the domain of Chemistry.

The titles of the two cases that the design team developed 
for the School of Life Sciences are Solutions and acids, and 
Bacterial growth. The third case, Change, was provided by 
the School of Built Environment and was adjusted for the 
domain of life sciences. The cases have several links to other 
courses in the curriculum. In the section on solutions in the 
first case, the mathematical topics are linear functions and 
equations, and in the section on acids, quadratic functions 
and equations are addressed. This case starts with a worked 
example because for novice learners it is more effective to 
add an example before the problem-solving phase (Van Gog 
et al. 2011). The second case discusses bacterial growth by 
means of exponential, logarithmic, and rational functions 
and equations. The last case addresses the subject of change 
through a qualitative approach to calculus. In the first part of 
this case, distance, time, and speed of a runner are chosen, 

because this context stimulates an intuitive understanding of 
change. In the last part, the design team added a chemical 
topic. All cases consist of short pieces of text with pictures 
and contain 15–40 questions, and the third case also uses 
apps in Geogebra™.

In the cases, students are stimulated to develop TmL with 
other types of tasks that go beyond mere calculations. For 
example, TmL sense of error was practised in the last ques-
tion of the first case on solutions and weak acids. In this 
section, the concentration of the protons  (H+) in weak acids 
is modelled as a function of the acid concentration m. The 
variables Ka, the acid constant, and r, the added proton con-
centration, are fixed in cells B1 and B3. Students are asked 
to find the error in one of the two solutions of the quadratic 
formula in linear form for the calculation of the proton con-
centration. In Appendix 5, the Excel™ screenshot is given. 
Can you find the error?

In the electronical supplementary material, the integral 
version of this case is given, with the answers, the rationale 
on TmL, and parts of the HLT.

4  Method

4.1  Participants

The implementation of the first cycle with 59 first-year stu-
dents (26 female, 33 male) of the Chemistry major, aged 
17–21 years old, divided over three groups, was conducted 
by the researcher and a member of the design team from the 
School for Life Sciences and Technology. The new course 
was named Applied Mathematics and implemented in the 
curriculum of the Chemistry major in the second half of the 
second semester. Because of the different learning goals, 
a control group would not have yielded a fair comparison.

4.2  Data collection

Data collection concerning the teaching strategies consisted 
of video-recordings of all feedback hours, with their TmL-
focussed class discussions. These meetings were filmed every 
week for the two classes that were taught by the researcher, 
resulting in 12 lessons of 45 min of video. The camera with 
a built-in microphone was set up in the middle of the class-
room, facing the digital board and the presenting students 
in the front. Because the lecturer was ill in the fifth week, 
there were no classes that week, and therefore the video data 
consist of 12 instead of 14 lessons. The students of these 
two classes were asked to sign consent forms for using this 
material for research purposes; we used the data of those 30 
students, out of a total of 35, who signed for approval.

= (−($B$3 + $B$1) + SQRT(($B$3 + $B$1)2 − A7 ∗ $B$1))∕2
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4.3  Data analysis

Data analysis was performed using a version of the constant 
comparative method (CCM). Watching all video recording 
chronologically, and, with the HLT and research question as 
theoretical orientations, initial conjectures were generated, 
and when necessary were revised during further analysis of 
subsequent episodes (cf. Cobb and Whitenack 1996). In this 
way, teaching strategies of the lecturer relevant to conduct-
ing feedback hours and to stimulating TmL learning were 
identified in the first two recorded feedback hours and tested 
in the successive feedback hours. The analysis led to a list 
with occurrences of teaching strategies used during every 
student presentation (each lasting approximately 15 min). 
These occurrences are meant as a descriptive overview of 
teaching strategies used, and not as a generalisation.

In each second and third hour of the 4-hour schedule (see 
Table 2), the students worked collaboratively on the cases. 
Often, they did not finish the assigned work in the given 
time. During the feedback hours, when students presented 
their work, the lecturer continuously promoted discussion 
by using particular IBL strategies, until some intended TmL 
reasoning among the group was observed and most students 
expressed understanding (as judged during teaching). Hence, 
we concluded that the intended TmL reasoning was realised.

In the analysis, we distinguished pedagogical and process 
strategies that we considered conditional for conducting each 
feedback hour, from specific IBL strategies that stimulated 
elicitation of TmL. In this paper, we focus on the latter. We 
investigated and listed how the lecturer used IBL questions in 
the classroom interactions, and looked for moments in which 
the lecturer used certain teaching strategies, such as asking 
students to elaborate on what they did, or how they solved 
certain problems (technical communication skills), to find 
an error (sense of error), leading discussions on the several 
expressions of a formula (sense of numbers and technical 
creativity) or discussing the interpretation of data (data lit-
eracy). In case 2, for example, an expression of an equation 
had to be transformed (sense of numbers). After discussing 
how the students handled this problem and listing the several 
answers students had given, the lecturer encouraged the class 
to formulate a general approach to these kinds of problems.

Another member of the design team, who was not 
involved in teaching the course, was provided with the list 
of teaching strategies that the researcher had identified and 
asked to analyse independently 1.5 h of the video data, to 
compare findings and to test agreement on interpretation 
(peer examination). He identified several teaching strategies 
from the provided list, but also some others. Most of these 
other strategies appeared to be similar to the ones already 
identified but were formulated differently or were considered 
part of another strategy. For example, we agreed that “asking 

a student how a particular calculation changes with different 
numbers” (as formulated by the second coder) could be seen 
as a part of the strategy of “asking deeper questions about 
data, tables, formulas, and figures” as formulated by the first 
coder. Two identified teaching strategies were explicitly new 
and were added to the list.

5  Results

5.1  Pedagogical and process strategies

The pedagogical and process strategies that were frequently 
used by the lecturer are provided in the first two rows of 
Table 3 with the occurrences in brackets. Firstly, we saw 
the deliberate use of expectation and process management, 
because the structure and way of assessment of the course 
were more complex than, and different from, most other 
courses of the curriculum. Every week, the lecturer set out 
the program of the feedback hour, chose groups of students 
to present, and often reminded the students to open the feed-
back form on their laptops, and she repeated how to use 
it. Secondly, she often elaborated on the learning goals of 
the course. For instance, she mentioned that being able to 
explain your work (TmL technical communication) is an 
important skill for future work life, which requires ample 
practice.

Furthermore, we saw a constant effort to achieve a good 
and safe atmosphere in the class, including using positive 
phrasing, emphasising the aim of helping one another, stim-
ulating applause for one another, and using humour. Students 
started their presentation of their work with a part that went 
well to stimulate a success experience. Later on, they were 
asked where they got stuck so that the whole class could 
help. Finally, the students chose group names, and we had 
the impression that their choices, which were often playful, 
added positivity to the atmosphere in the classroom. We 
heard, for example, The Algebro’s, SyntaxError, and The 
MathCrew, but also nonmathematical names.

5.2  IBL strategies

Relating to fostering the development of TmL, we saw a 
variety of IBL strategies used, both general and TmL-
specific. When students presented their work, the lecturer 
constantly structured the process with comments and reca-
pitulated the explanations and answers of the students. 
Then further questions were asked to deepen the thought 
processes, and classroom discussions on the topic were 
encouraged. For example, students were asked to spot an 
error, to formulate a general approach to a certain problem, 
or to elaborate on the general subject of the case.
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5.3  Challenges

The lecturer also faced some challenges. In classroom activi-
ties, it proved not always possible to engage every student. 
In the videos, we saw a few students who were distracted by 
their phones or were yawning and almost sleeping. In late 
classes, students could be tired, or perhaps some experienced 
the assignment as too simple. A few students complained 
about the difficult phrasing of some questions. The lecturer 
then asked how they would formulate them. The students 
often concluded that they had not read the questions prop-
erly. Furthermore, after working in their groups in the 2 h 
without the lecturer, not every group had finished the same 
amount of work. The lecturer had to consider these differ-
ences and choose presenting groups carefully.

5.4  Classroom dialogues

To illustrate findings, we present two examples of classroom 
dialogues and discussions, in which the lecturer used IBL strat-
egies to support the learning of TmL. In the first week, TmL 
technical communication skills were practised in the feedback 
hour with the whole class in the first case. This TmL category 
was continuously stimulated in every feedback hour, but in the 
excerpt below, we focus explicitly on how to explain something. 
Students often struggled with this skill; they tended to start with 
details and often could not see the whole picture. The lecturer 
(L) tried to practise how explaining something could be struc-
tured with the presenting students (PD) and the other students 
in the classroom (S), to generate a template for this aspect.

L  Can you explain what the example at the start of this 
case is about?

PS1  Uh…we fill in variables in the equation
L  That’s right. But let’s take some steps back. If you look 

at the worked example, which we started with, which 
we build upon this whole case, what was it about?

PS1  Uh…it is about the  H+ concentration where you add 
a certain volume

L  Yes, that is a part of it, indeed. OK, the goal of this is 
to learn to explain things, what you do. That can be 
difficult, and that is why we practise it. Student 2 [in 
class], can you try to explain the example?

S2  There is a solution with a pH of 1.5, and by adjusting 
the formula and by adding variables, you can calcu-
late other concentrations

L  That is what we do after the example, indeed, but let’s 
look at the example again, what do we start with?

S3  [in class]. You start with 20 mL of 1 mol per litre 
HCl, then we add a certain volume of 0.25 mol per 
litre HCl, so you get a solution….with pH 1.5

L  Indeed. So, what is important when you have to 
explain such a thing, is that you start with what you 
have, and then explain where you want to go

In the next example from the feedback hour of the third 
lesson, regarding the case about bacterial growth, the lecturer 
tried to focus on the TmL of sense of error, software skills, and 
some technical creativity by asking specific IBL questions. 
First, she asked students to show the formula in Excel™, to 
stimulate the students in developing software skills:

Table 3  Teaching strategies used by the lecturer during the feedback hours, with numbers of occurrences in brackets

Pedagogical strategies
 Encourages applauding for each other (16); formulates in a positive way and uses humour (8); acknowledges the difficulty of the subject (7); 

encourages pride for their work in students (5); stimulates that this hour is meant for helping one another (2); encourages feedback from 
students on the cases to further improve them for future students (2); addresses possible feelings of frustration in students (2)

Process strategies
 Stimulates the students to write down feedback of others that they can use themselves (5); explains the rationale of the assignment (4); checks 

the progress of the groups and adjusts accordingly (3); stimulates students to write down the feedback after presentation (3); asks the con-
tribution of each student to the product (2); asks what students need to continue before ending the class (2); encourages students to let their 
thoughts simmer on the problem after class (2); encourages more collaborative working and emphasises not to divide sections between group 
members (1)

General IBL strategies
 Structures answers and theory and recapitulates what students say (27); asks how students will proceed with this problem (13); gives a tip (12); 

starts problem-solving on whiteboard and asks students to finish (11); asks where students got stuck (9); explains connection between math 
and other courses or future professions (9); compares heuristics used in groups (7); asks students to show something that went well (stimulat-
ing success experience) (6); asks what the thought process was (1); discusses the way one can work on these cases, advantages and disadvan-
tages of strategies (1)

TmL specific IBL strategies
 For all TmL: asks deeper questions about data, tables, formulas, and figures (35)
For TmL technical communication: encourages taking a helicopter view in elaborating (23); asks a student to elaborate on the answer (9); asks 

class to formulate a general strategy (4). encourages explaining to one another (3); encourages rephrasing in own words (1)
For TmL Sense of number and sense of error: asks class to spot an error (7); stimulates to use numbers that are realistic or easy (4); lets students 

discover their mistake by stimulating thinking about the logical answer (2)
For TmL technical software skills: asks a student to show and explain their Excel™ calculation tool live (5)
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L  How did you implement a generation time of 0.5?
PS4  We used the same formula but made another timeta-

ble, 0, 0.5, 1…etc.
L  Can you show the formula?

The lecturer now focussed on the formula and asked ques-
tions about what to expect for the number of bacteria, to give 
the students the opportunity to discover that something was 
wrong (sense of error).

L  Ok, suppose we start with one bacterium, can you 
change that? [S4 adjusts the cell in Excel™ with the 
aid of other students (technical software skills)]. So, 
when we start with one bacterium and the generation 
time is 1 h, how many bacteria do you have after 1 h?

PS5  2
L  2, indeed. And when the generation time is 0.5, how 

many bacteria do you have after 1 h?
PS5  4

The students saw that they did not have this amount. Then 
the lecturer tried to stimulate technical creativity by asking 
for another solution to this problem. She mentioned that the 
students used a timetable from 0, 1, 2….and changed that 
into 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.5…, and acknowledged that this solu-
tion was a smart way to adjust the generation time, but then 
asked whether there might be an alternative way. If the time-
table was kept as in the beginning, how could the formula 
be adjusted? The lecturer helped the students by suggesting 
the solution was in the adjustment of the formula. She could 
have chosen not to disclose this point, to challenge the stu-
dents even more. A student in the class then replied with 
“dividing by a half”. Subsequently, the lecturer practised 
sense of error, by asking whether one has to divide by half 
or multiply by a half to obtain four bacteria after an hour.

6  Conclusion and discussion

In this study, we addressed the question of what teaching 
strategies the lecturer used to foster techno-mathematical 
literacies in an innovative mathematics course. Through col-
laboration within an interdisciplinary STEM design team, 
we designed an innovative mathematics course with a central 
role for TmL. Firstly, TmL learning is stimulated by using 
context-based cases, adjusted to specific technical domains. 
The guiding questions in the cases are designed to stimulate 
TmL by not only focussing on producing calculations but 
also, for example, detecting errors (TmL sense of error), 
elaborating (TmL technical communication) and stimulat-
ing creating alternative solutions (TmL technical creativity).

The feedback hours, with their classroom discussions, and 
usage of IBL questions, seem to contribute to the learning 

of TmL. The lecturer used a variety of teaching strategies 
for this purpose, including prerequisite strategies such as 
process management. IBL strategies are used to enhance 
learning in general, but also to specifically address TmL. 
Conducting the feedback hours appears to ask a lot from the 
lecturer, who has to take multiple roles, as a teacher, coach, 
discussion leader, and organiser.

The results of this first cycle function as a proof of princi-
ple, and the premises of the course, described in this paper, are 
an example of how the development of TmL can, in principle, 
be fostered. By choosing TmL as learning goals in mathemat-
ics education, the development of these skills is made explicit 
(Hoyles et al. 2007). In combining those learning goals with 
IBL teaching strategies in context-rich materials, we hope 
to contribute to well-prepared students who can transfer and 
apply knowledge to solve problems in their working future 
(Brown et al. 1989; Voogt and Roblin 2012; Ridgway 2000).

In this paper, we did not address the collaborative work of 
the students in the hours without the lecturer present, nor did 
we report on the revision of the course after the first cycle. 
Because the administering of this course with its process and 
expectation management, and IBL approach, is demanding 
for the lecturer, we recommend training to prepare lecturers 
for this sort of TmL focussed mathematics education. We 
also would like to create more open instead of guided cases, 
to stimulate increased development of TmL. With all the 
changes students and lecturers already face with this innova-
tion, however, we will postpone this next step to a later stage.

For the second cycle, a large implementation for all majors 
of the School of Life Science has been administered, and 
because of the complex character of all the challenges involved, 
we decided to add a study on how lecturers can be effectively 
supported, in which we would build on very different literature, 
namely on teacher professional development. The second and 
third cycles are, therefore, the topic of a future report. A fourth 
design cycle will be devoted to measuring the effectiveness of 
the course by means of pre- and posttests. We hope that the 
design, premises, and implementation of this new course will 
be an example and inspiration of how mathematics education 
can contribute to the development of 21st-century skills.
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Appendix 1

Mathematical topics in the applied mathematics course

1. Linear functions, equations, and graphs.
2. Solving systems of linear equations
3. Quadratic functions, equations, and graphs.
4. Rational functions, equations, graphs, and computational 

rules.
5. Exponential functions, equations, graphs, and computa-

tional rules.
6. (Natural) logarithmic functions, equations, graphs, and 

computational rules.
7. Qualitative approach to derivatives and integration.
8. Optional: trigonometry, vectors, and matrices.

Appendix 2

Parts of the HLT with teaching instructions and TmL in 
case-questions.

TmL as learning goals

The applied mathematics course has a focus on mathematics 
in workplace contexts and a central role in fostering TmL. 
The TmL we use in this course are data literacy, software 
skills, technical communication skills, sense of number, 
sense of error, and technical creativity. In the cases, stu-
dents use Excel™ to develop a calculation tool, as part of 
TmL software skills.

A teaching instruction for the feedback hour

In the feedback hour, two groups are invited to present their 
case. Firstly, ask the groups to present a part that went well 
and of which they are proud, to create an experience of suc-
cess. Then continue to the part where students encounter dif-
ficulties. Try to help the students and activate the rest of the 
class by using inquiry-based questions which focus on the 
process, rather than the answers. What do you know here? 
What is the next step? How did you approach this? Is there 
another way to solve this? Explain your method to the class, 
etc. In the IBL form [Appendix 4] you can find more process 
related questions you can use.

Instructions for bridging abstract and applied 
mathematics

[In question 13 of the second case, students are asked to 
derive one formula from another with calculation rules]

During the feedback hour, after the formula is derived, ask 
the presenting group what kind of function this is (linear), 

what the main formula is of such a function ( y = ax + b ), 
and which variable represents x , y , a , and b , to support rec-
ognition of abstract mathematics in applied formulas.

Appendix 3

Part of the rubric of the first case

Question 2 points 1 point 0 points

1 Correct formula 
incorrect lay-
out and Excel™ 
formula, table and 
graph (including 
titles) correct

Formula correct 
OR Excel™ 
correct

Both incorrect

3 Equation formed and 
solved correctly 
with unity, and 
graph correct

Partly incorrect Incorrect

7 Calculation posed 
and solved correctly 
and indicated which 
solution for x is 
right.

Partly incorrect Both incorrect

8 Function/formula 
correctly posed and 
simplified

Partly incorrect Both incorrect

9 Tables, graphs 
(including titles) 
and trend lines 
correct

Partly incorrect Incorrect

13 Equilibrium equation 
and answer to the 
negative a correct

One of two cor-
rect

Both incorrect

14 Derive to quadratic 
equation and solv-
ing correctly

One of two cor-
rect

Both incorrect

15 Debugging correct Debugging 
incorrect

Appendix 4

IBL questions for the feedback hour, Doorman et al. 2016, 
p. 42

IBL teaching strategies Suggested questions

Allow students time to under-
stand the problem and engage 
with it

Discourage students from rush-
ing in too quickly or from 
asking you to help too soon

Take your time, don’t rush
What do you know?
What are you trying to do?
What is fixed? What can be 

changed?
Don’t ask for help too quickly—

try to think it out between you.
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IBL teaching strategies Suggested questions

Offer strategic rather than techni-
cal hints

Avoid simplifying problems for 
students by breaking it down 
into steps

How could you get started on this 
problem?

What have you tried so far?
Can you try a specific example?
How can you be systematic here?
Can you think of a helpful repre-

sentation?
Encourage students to con-

sider alternative methods and 
approaches

Encourage students to compare 
their own methods

Is there another way of doing this?
Describe your method to the rest 

of the group
Which of these two methods do 

you prefer and why?
Encourage explanation
Make students do the reasoning 

and encourage them to explain 
to one another

Can you explain your method?
Can you explain that again differ-

ently?
Can you put what Sarah just said 

into your own words?
Can you write that down?

IBL teaching strategies Suggested questions

Model thinking and powerful 
methods

When students have done all 
they can, they will learn from 
being shown a powerful, ele-
gant approach. If this is done 
at the beginning, however, they 
will simply imitate the method 
and not appreciate why it was 
needed

Now I’m going to try this problem 
myself, thinking aloud

I might make some mistakes 
here—try to spot them for me

This is one way of improving the 
solution

Appendix 5

The Excel™ input provided to detect the error in the 
formula.
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